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Reviewer's report:

Dear Authors,

Well done on completing an evaluation of this course. Evaluations of course are often overlooked, especially one which attempts to have a comparative analyses.

Some clear strengths are the efforts made to extrapolate the productivity of graduates in terms of collaborations and research grant activity.

I am struggling to see within the paper how you determined skills development per se? I see how you attempted to measure collaborations and research funding. But I think what you have assessed relates to 'behaviours' of graduates, rather than a direct assessment of 'skills'. Perhaps you could explain and clarify.

Did graduates and UA give their consent for their information to be used this way?

Did any of your graduates come from academic institutions not in the US? I am taken that your assessments of activity post-course comprised of US type funding opportunities, many of which would be restricted to overseas academics/researchers. Also attendance at the US based conference that you examined would have presented as costly for non-US based academics/researchers thus potentially biasing your findings.

What was your definition of 'large grant'? Also an international audience will be unfamiliar with the R01, R18 etc that you provide examples of. Please give some context as to what this would mean?

What were the available response options for the faculty survey data present lines 211-217?

"Dont" and "wasnt" should be typed in full.

The figure has no Title and is blurred, x axis is not labelled properly.
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